SPARTANS HOST TO
BRONCS TOMORROW
IN FIRST NATURAL

It

Santa Clara Is Favored As Varsity
Loses Three Men By Injury;
Students Are Optimistic
.
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Here are four co-eds who appear quite pleased with the new megaphones that have arrived and
are furnished by Roos Brothers. These megaphones will be issued to the members of the rooting
section. The four girls proudly displaying the caps are (from left to right) Frances Simpson, Mary
Shank, Frances Claire Hamlin and Goldie Anderson.
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RALLY FIRES STUDENTS
Bronco Leaders
Predict Win
Enthusiasm ran rampant last ,
night as the Santa Clara rally
got under way in the Morris Dailey }
Auditorium, with cowbells, alarml
clocks, and serpentine adding to I
the pep of the affair, which was VIII
unprecedented in the annals of
State College.
Lionel Rogers, vice-president }.1
Santa Clara University and gue,t
speaker of the evening, commended State on the splendid spirit of the assembly, saying in part,
"We’re out to bring home tlie
pigskin, not the bacon, and we’, ,
been practicing, scheming, aiel
planning to win that ball game
Saturday. If you’ve been doing the
same, it will be a swell game, but
if you haven’t, be careful."
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- Courtesy Lomar Engraving.

Leonard Casanova, freshman
coach at Santa Clara, issued a
plea to the students to "realize
that two schools as close as
these are, there is bound to be
frittion, but I ask the students
here as Dud did at Santa Clara
that nothing happen before the
game or after to spoil further
encounters."
Combining a well planned program with guest speakers from
both institutions, Bill Moore, mas(Costfnued on Page Pour)
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game.
Now
State
supporters,
not only a few, see an opportunity
for DeGroot’s gridders to catapault themselves into the eyes
of the entire football world if
they can battle the Broncos out
o- the undefeated class.
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Pre -game Rally Queen Drawn To Don
Hop In Gym
To Perform
Game By Broncs
At Four
Sunday

Cossacksi

}

I
,
}

Drawn by a pair of subdued
Broncos, Sparta’s football sweetI ’rov mg that a rally dance
The internationally -famous Don
heart, Miss Coral Kluge, will enter
would
go over by the success of Spartan stadium tomorrow in regal Cossacks, Russian male chorus of
36 voices, will present its only
the first affair given two weeks splendor.
local concert this year Sunday
The recently elected queen of
ago, the members of the social
evening at 8:15 in the municipal
affairs committee will repeat the the Santa Clara-State game will auditorium.
performance when the second pre- be escorted to the middle of the
Sponsored in San Jose by Phi
game dance is held in the wo- field by a quaret of Spartan warMu Alpha, men’s music honor
men’s gym this afternoon start- riors, where she will greet the
appearing
opposing sides and toss the coin fraternity, the group is
ing at 4 o’clock.
for the captain’s preparatory to here for the second time, having
Miss Coral Kluge, grid queen
won wide acclamation with its
the kick-off.
for the Santa Clara game, will
first local program in October
AT RALLY
be the guest of honor, and will
1934.
Kluge began her round of
Miss
be introduced to the audience
LIKE ORCHESTRA
of official cheering last night when
by Jerry Girdner, yell leader,
Ranging in scale from A below
she was presented to the student
who will emsee the dance.
body at the rally held in the Mor- the bass to D of the fourth line
Two door prizes from the Co-op ris Dailey auditorium. Today she
in the treble clef these voices
store will be raffled some time will be feted at the afternoon rally
have been likened to a stupendous
during the afternoon and will be dance.
orchestra, played upon by Serge
given to the lucky holders of the
Although there have been rum- Jaroff, their magnetic conductor.
stubs to be distributed at the
ors of a rival queen from Santa
Their programs are unique, ofdoor.
Clara, the sponsors of the San fering a wide variety of interest,
Myer Ziegler’s orchestra will Jose queen are confident that she including church music, folk songs,
play for the affair, and the usual will be most capable of holding and soldier songs. Dapecially in
admittance charge of ten cents her own against ad corners. The their presentation of the wellwill be invoked in addition to blonde Spartan sweetheart is un- known Volga Boat song, the Cosstudent body card entry.
disturbed by the report, declaring sacks can create an atmosphere
that Queen or no Queen, State of beauty and an atmosphere of
will capture the victory of the en(Contieurd on Pape Four)
counter.
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Librarian Advises
’Table Duckin’ In
Earthquake Cases
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Appointments for individual plchires for La Torre, Spartan yearbook, may be procured next Monday in the Publications Office, le
cording to Editor Bob Rector
Those whose individual pictures
Will be published in the yearbook
are members of the football squad,
all members of social and honor
Mr. Mier, librarian, and a vet
organizations, and senior and oPeran of at least one earthquake
Peintment pictures,
here, gives the following advice
Individual pictures will be taken to students concerning any tremfor a period not
extending over biers that may occur in the fu three weeks, starting
with Nov-Iture:
ember 2.
"If ever you are in the library,
Editor Rector urges all those and you feel the ground begin to
Who are participating
in the above- shake and rumble, the books fall mentioned organizations to make
ing off their shelves, and Aurora
certain their
appointments are hanging against the wall, that
I
made promptly.
’ means there’s an earthquake.
Appointments may be made in ’
"The best thing you can do is
the Publications
Office, Room 17.
dive under the nearest table.
to
from 8 a.m.
I
to 5 p.m.
QuentinSan
sturdy,
They’re
"’ride products. Don’t rush for the
door. The last time we had an
earthquake there was considerable
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie
will he } panic and confusion at the exit.
aPeaker at the institute of trus- You’ll be safe under the tables.
him
eel! to be held
in Bakersfield Sat- They’re scarred and battle -torn.
"kJ. His subject will be "Col- hut good solid shelters in the
lege
Days and Ern P lo m ea t"
storm.
i time o f

IVIacQuarrie To Speak

1857
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An air of persistent optimism exists on the San Jose State campus
today despite the fact that the Spartans will tomorrow play host to
one of the nation’s strongest gridiron units, the Santa Clara Broncos.
The kickoff is scheduled for 2:30 o’clock.
A week ago few ardent State supporters would have been willing to admit that they thought Coach Dudley DeGroot’s valiant band
\;;uld stand a ghost of a show with the powerful mission school.
aggregation.
Last week’s convincing victory
over the College of Pacific Bengal.
has been a stimulant to the natural drop in the student body enthusiasm following a losing first

To back her assertions, Miss
Kluge has made a wager with one
of Santa Clara’s first string players to the effect that San Jose
will defeat the Bronco.
During the game, Sparta’s sweetheart will act as official cheerer
of the team and will be presented
to the audience over the public
address system. Atter the encounter, she will be honored at the
Football Fete, San Jose’s big game
dance which is to be held at the
Scottish Rite Temple.
I
1

Personnel Division

Palo Alto Accident
Injures Freshman

Madge Da V is, 17 year-old San
Jose State college freshman, was I
knocked down and run over by
an automobile driven by R. G.!
Walton, at the intersection of El
Camino Real and Calrornia aventie at Palo Alto, Wednesday morn log at about 7:30 o’clock.
She incurred bruises, a possible
kidney injury, and was removed’
to the Palo Alto Hospital for medical care.

Walton wan arrested by pollee
on a charge of reckless driving ’
Dr. Verna A. Carley, director and iodr,-ed in jail. Hii bail was set
of teacher training at Stanford at $500.
Police questioned Walton and
University will be at San Jose
State today to consult with the he stated that he entered the inpersonnel division on the records tersection when the amber light
of teacher training candidates was burning but that the light
from here. it was announced yes- changed red before his ear struck
terday at the president’s office. I the girl.

NATURAL RIVALS
Never have two schools been
more natural rivals than the two
Santa Clara valley institutions.
This first game between the varcolleges
elevens
of
the
sity
should draw the largest crowd
in the history of Spartan stadium
through the gates tomorrow afternoon.
It will be another battle of
the Warner system of attack
against the Notre Dame employed
by "Buck" Shaw, Santa Clara
mentor. So far, in local battles,
neither system has shown a definite superiority over the other.

Tomorrow’s contest may find
DeGroot’s Spartans taking to the
I air in sporadic bursts in order
I to combat the heavy Mission line.
State followers sincerely believe
that a fighting State forward line
will also force the Broncos into
(Continued on Page Three)

Bids For Rally
Dance Sell Fast
Crowds of rooters, celebrating a
victory or forgetting their sorrows,
are expected to fill Scottish Rite
Temple tomorrow night as bids for
the Football Fete, San Jose’s after
the game dance, rapidly disappear.
The hop will continue Saturday’s by following a football
theme. Goal posts will be placed
at either end of the hall decorated in the colors of the opposing
schools and a large scoreboard
will mark the hours of dancing.
Star attraction of the evening
is to be the appearance of the
three football queens of the three
home football games. They will
be introduced simultaneously to the
dance crowd by the master of
ceremonies.
Other features of the evening’s entertainment will Include
singing by two campus men,
Joe Rapoose and Burt Watson.
The Stanford Ambassadors will
furnish music.
Bids for the dance may be obtained for one dollar at the door
tomorrow night or en the Controller’s office today. They may
also be purchased from members
of Sigma Gamma Omega, sponsors
of the affair, or in the Quad at
noon.
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Record Breaking Crowd Signs For
Just Among Men’s Organized Rooting Section
Ourselves i Publications’ Office Two Blocks Reserved
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By Dr. T. W. MaCIGUarrie
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Visiting For Women Rooters;
Impresses
Oklahoma Professor Take Part In Stunts

led Studeata-cd Sias kw* State Calera
Published every wheel day by dr MaackSome of thc less discerning ones,
lose Post flu, _
he _Si,
!er
chat
Entered 25 second
certainly they don’t read this col_
Street
Vint
South
1441
435-Columbia
_
_
Pura et dabs Priding Co.
umn. are again violating the prinThe Publications oftice impressed
With the unprecedented sign-up
Subaorlytica 7k yet quarter or 51.50 pee your.
ciples of neatness and throwing Dr. B. F. Williams of the Okla- of 500 students for the
organized
BRAYTON their cigarette stubs around the
.FRANK
Stillwater,
at
ED ITOR
homa State college
rooting
section
at
tomorrow’s
Phone Columbia 891W
entrances You may have to tell visiting here yesterday. as one’ game, the center section
of the
LOUIS WALTHER
it of the interesting spots on Wash- stadium will be
about
them
MANAGING EDITOR
packed with Male
Phone Ballard 7800
!
somehow or oth- ington Square.
students in all except two blacks,
DICK EDMONDS
them
SPORTS EDITOR
Tell
er.
Dr. Williams, who is head of .the which will be filled with women
Phone Ballard 4994J
stand
can
we
that
BURTON ABBOTT
education department in the Ok- rooters.
BUSINESS MANAGER
:he smell all right
Phone Columbia 2229
lahoma college, was accompanied
Canvassing the campus durihg
the
hate
we
but
EMMET BRITTON
by Mrs. Williams. Having former- the week Bob Free, card stunts’
COPY EDITOR
the
of
sight
Ballard 815M
ly been a teacher, Mra Williams chairman, checked out 500 cards to
things. A little bit
was also greatly interested in the the men. who will sit in assigned
NEWS EDITORS
and
of courtesy
activity program here, including! seats during the game. Every man
Wednesday, Marion Starr
Tuesday, Bill Gambell
Monday. Bob Kelly
for
consideration
Friday, Wilbur Korsmeier
the Spartan Daily.
Thursday, Ora Lindquist
entering the organized section will
a
others will be
- - "Everyone in there seemed so have to wear a white shirt, under
COPY DESK
help to all and a
interested,
she explained to Dr. the penalty of being excluded from
Anello Ross
Virginia Bates
Bob Kelly
Caroline Walsh
education
good
Marian Schumann
Jean Scott
!T. W. MacQuarrie, president of the section in case he fails to do
Bill Rodrick
Jeanne Morehead
for the thoughtleas ones.
Gordon Stafford
San Jose State. who was conduct- SO.
I understand the Council had ing them about the campus.
SPORTS DESK
GALS. TOO
of
a
discussion
over
a
something
Wilbur Korsmeier
James Marlins
Jack Marsh
All
women
students entering the
paper
for
the
campossible
funny
Kermit Anderson
Clark MacKenzie
stadium, desiring to be in the orpus. I hope we never have to
ADVERTISING STAFF
ganized block will form a section
make an effort in that directm.
Margaret Latimore
Jack Reardon
Rejeana James
Bill Evans
of their own across the top of the
again. I think most of you
George Place
S
and on each side of the
agree with me that there
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie enough real wit on this campu:mil, which is placed along the
Special Contributor
Raymond Wallace. James Bailey or any other for that matter, to
arst six or seven rows.
Columnists
Large orange and white pomContrary to a rumor that women
warrant a funny paper. Real yen, pons will be sold by Spartan
is truly scarce. What most of the Spears, sophomore women’s hon- are to wear white shirts also, the
readers of so-called college humor orary service society, at the Spar- rally committee. under the chair.
seem to want is dirt, just plain. tan stadium tomorrow just be- manship of Cal Sides, announced
downright filth. Suggestive, inde- fore the State-Santa Clara game. yesterday that the more brilliant
cent, shocking features, and unWith the purpose of organizing colors that the women can wear
and untruthful comment. Why a women’s rooting section for the better it will be for the section,
is it we get a satisfaction out of State’s football heroes, Spears will as a definite contrast is desired
indecency? "Gee, but I’ll bet the provide the co-ed rooters with pom- ’ by the committee.
StewThe lives of six unidentified San , received by one of the girls,
old boy didn’t like that!" or pons giving a torch -like effect of
CARD STUNTS
although medical atten- -That’ll make their toes curl." Well,
flaring colors which, according to
Jose State college women and one art said,
Colored cards. numbered in order
necessary.
it has a name all right in psychol- Betty Bruch. president of Spartan
Spartan Daily reporter were en- tion was not
to faciliate the handling of them
Mrs. Louis Walther, another eye- ogy. You just look it up if you Spears, should make
dangered late yesterday afternoon
a good im- (luring the game will be placed at
the branches had are interested. A truly decent witthat
said
witness,
trees
from
branches
large
when two
pression on Santa Clara.
each seat and the stunts will be
fall as the students were ty funny paper is doomed to fail-!
The limited number of pom-pons led by Bob Free.
on the south side of the student begun to
build- ure from the start. Can’t sell the
of
the
door
south
the
leaving
the
to
Union bunling were hurled
manufactured by members of SparThe women, who may feel slighted
of them, hearing stuff and the venture crumples up.’ tan
ground as the result of yesterday’s ing but that one
Spears will go on sale at fif- because of their exclusion in the
warning the Why waste any more money?
screamed
noise,
the
high wind.
teen cents apiece, and will he good center will have a definite part in
others.
I was interested in that petition for many more football games as the stunts.
According to Bud Stewart, CoREPORTER BRUISED
that someone started around the they are strictly oi the lasting
operative store clerk, who wit"The muchly publicized and
Approximately 15 minutes after
campus a while ago to recall some- quality, according to Betty Bruck awaited megaphones have finally
nessed the near tragedy, the six
the first limb had fallen. Annello
The proceeds of the sale will lie arrived, and will be distributed
body or other. There’s one good
students were leaving the Union
Ross. Spartan Daily reporter, who
in a petition like that. It probably donated to the Community Caest to the students tomorrow," said
building when the branches came
was investigating at the scene of
made some of them go to the and to the Student loan fund.
to the ground.
Sides. "The megaphones are
the crash, was struck by another
library after they had signed it
school property, so they will be
CLOSE CALL
falling limb.
and look up the word recall. A!,
distributed and collected at each
"It is a miracle how the girls
Ross sustained body bruises but
some of us learned that there wd:
game. Any student carrying them
escaped serious injury," Stewart did not require medical attention.
provisions in our constitution for
off will be given the same penalty
said. "I thought one of them would
It was revealed after investigasuch a procedure. Referendum and
as that impose in case of stolen
surely be hit by the falling limbs." tion that bases of the fallen
Mr. William A. Wiltberger, head
important words
school property, so you can see
Slight facial scratches were re- branches were badly worm eaten. recall are two
in American politics. In a certain of the San Jose State police
it is imperative that everyone
social science test, there’s a ques- school, left yesterday for Santa be returned to the rally coin tion. "What would you do if some. Monica. where he will attend the mittee.
neighbor presented a petition for ! annual convention of California !
The megaphones. which were
your signature?" The answer in ! police chiefs.
supposed to have had the State
His
principle
purposes
in
atI
most cases was, "I’d sign it." !
’block on them were sent by Roos
Featuring if - Mary Elizabeth Reading it, or discussing it, or tending the convention, he said rBirovedthe
A party for entering Art Major
without it A.sts,aootheny tharebefore
leaving.
are
to
keep
abreast
State harp in- taking time for reflection upon it!,
students, A.B. and Technical, will Falch. harpist
so" late lii the
of
the
latest
trends
in
police committee did not return them to
be given by Mrs. Ruth Turner at structor, the musical half hour will never seemed to enter their heads. !
One student said. -Sure, Pd do work, and at the same time to he done over, hut accepted them in
her home at 491 South Seventh be held today in the Little Theater
keep
in
contact
heads of the their present condition, feeling that
anything for a neighbor."
street, on Monday night from 7:30 from 12.30 to 1:00 o’clock.
The American right to petition dimartments in which his students they would 5r rt, their purpose
program
will
Miss Falch’s
will con- is built into the very foundation
work after graduation.
to 10.
anyway.
Plans for an hilarious evening, sist of seven classical numbers. of our government. It presumes
with plenty of food, are tieing She will play Arabesque No. I by an intelligent. independent, and
DeBussy; Girl With the Flaxen patriotic citizenship. Pm not sure
made
Hair by Be Bussy: Le Bon Petit that the Fathers would have inP,ca, by Grandjany: Chanson, by cluded it if they’d been able to
Will all students who wish to
Perlihou: Prayer. By Delmas, Pre- look into the future.
Miss Wilson again announces
tryout for Orchesis on Thursday.
Evidently with all the good play- October
lude, by Loukine: and At The
22. give their names to tap dancing and clogging lessons
ing, our team is doing this year. Miss
Monestary. by Hasslemans
Edwin Markham Health
to be given in the Women’s gym.
Jewell today or Monday.
we at,, not taking in enough money
,:otLagtnasium.
- --430 South 0th street
ii properly pay the expenses. The
Last year Miss Wilson’s classes
Lost: Between San Carlos turf
!question
of
lights
has
come
up
Mike Winters
and 101 Highway two Plum Bobs were very popular with both men
again,
the
promoters
insisting
that
John Eushop
for surveying rig. Finder please and women.
the increase in attendance will pay
Ralph Smith
Those interested in tap (lancing
return to Lost and Found.
for
it
in
a
short
time.
I’d
like
to
George Cannell
and clogging will meet at 11:00
oup
The "Art -Shop", a honey
see
a
discussion
in
the
Daily
about
Eugene Roccni
Will all students who plan to do a.m, in the women’s gymnasium
of freshman girls which is sponnight games. Could the commuters
Jack ’Rocca
sored by the college
WCA will
their student teaching in physical Tuesday October 15th. Those unattend
night
games
better
than
John Gaither
meet today in Room 14 at 3:00
education during the winter quar- able to meet at this hour will
they could the regular Saturday
Bob Eloucke
ter please see Mr. Blesh just as please sign up at the women’)
afternoon
games?
Do
you
think
Leroy Zimmerman
gym, stating a more suitable time.
All freshman gills who are in- it would result in an increase in soon as possible. T.E. Blesh.
Hazel Smart
Everyone is invited to attend.
terested in art work. are requested s.mitmt body attendance as well as
Ma -y Helen Bossy
are as attractive at night as in
to come. Evelyn Webb is the lead- an increase of general admission?
the day time?
Betty Bray
NOTICE
er of the "Art-Shop’ and a pro- Evidently we are going to receive
1 ant sorry I am going to miss
Gert :ude Denny
gram is planned fin future meet- scone offers in the near future for
that Santa Clara game. but it is
Pearl Huston
The Pre Legal club will have a
ings.
the installation of lights. and I probably just as well frit my
Eveiyn Hockin
gen- special meeting Monclaj. October
This
group
will
uecorate
for
all
would like to know what you think eral
lh In any case I’ll pull 19, at 12:30 sh,.rp in Hoorn 11.
Josephine O’Keefe
YWCA association dinners and do about it Could you stand being hard tor our tellows,
Geraldine Merritt
and hope Please bring any students whom
all
the
art
work
connected
with a little cool at a game like that? we may crown the
Tone Merino
initiation of YOU know that are interested in
the "Y"
Do you think bands and stunts this relationship with a
victory
law.
Anthony Anastasi.
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Pom-pons To Be
Sold By Spear

Falling Branches Imperil Lives
Of Six Students; Investigating
Reporter Has Narrow Escape fair

Wiltberger Leaves For
Southern Convention

Mrs. Turner Will Give College Harpist Plays
Art Majors A Party At Musical Half Hour

Notices

Ill, Halt, and Lame

Freshman Hobby Club
Meets This Afternoon

Tap And Clog To Be
Given By S. Wilson
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DICK EDMONDS

Broncos Primed
For Game With
Local Gridders
Hopes For Upset Rise
In Many Minds As
Spartans Ready

:II
THIS COLUMN is going to
and (kite,
tempt something new
particular failing
ent today; that
regularly
(Continued from Page One)
that sports writers get
prog- I aerial combat. If this works out,
about this time of the year-the
of
the
outcome
San Jose-Santa Clara tilt may
nosticating the
1 be one of the most sensational
week’s gridiron conflicts.
i conflicts to be waged on Spartan
turf in many a year.
SAME WINGMAN
U.S.C.-W.S.C.The old-time TroAt the end positions DeGropt
jan power should bring about a
will depend upon Lloyd WattenU.S.C. win after a tough battle withl
northwest. barger and Joe Lantagne to re- 1
the Cougars of the
However, don’t sell W.S.C. short. pulse the sweeps by the many
Any team with Goddard work- star Bronco backfield.
Jess Wilson and either Jack
ing In the backfield is dangerous
Martin or Bob Drexel will offer
at all times and the Cougars are
pretty generally strong in all de- opposition at the tackle berths
with George Cannel! and Glen
partments.
Final score: U.S.C. 13. W.S.C. 6. "Pop" DuBose backing up pivot man Clyde Vorhees from their
*
*
guard positions in the center of
U.C.L.A.-CALIFORNIA- "Stub" the State line.
Owen Collins, speedy right half
Allison’s men should get going for
These who stole a portion of the show
the first time this year.
STUilts from the south will be a in the Pacific battle, has captured
tough nut to crack this year and DeGroot’s favor and probably will
one touchdown is about all the get the call over Chuck Peach
and Luke Argilla, both veterans.
margin that the Bears get.
INJURIES HURT
Final score: Bears 7, Bruins 0.
Injuries have hit the left half
*
ranks hard. It is doubtful if either
OHIO STATE-PTTTSBURGH Jack Hilton or Tony Merino will
be
may
A national championship
be in shape for action tomorrow.
decided in this tilt. I’m going to That isn’t all. Brilliant little Gene
stick my neck out and give the Rocchl, slated to start, is still hobdecision to Coach Schmidt’s "raz- bling a bit on a sore leg and the
zle-dazzle" boys from Columbus. length of his stay in the ball game
Pitt has greater man power while is problematical.
Ohio boasts of flashier backs. Don’t
Mickey Slingiuff, who got his
bet any money on this one.
big chance in the Bengal game
Final score: O.S.U. 12, Pitt 7.
and came through with flying
colors, has been going "great
guns" in this week’s practice sesST MARY’S-U.S.F.---I’m going
and may find himself in
out on a limb for fair this time. sions
before it is well under
Most people are expecting the the contest
back was a
Gaels to mop up the city lads but way. The Palo Alto
years
somehow I can’t see any offense sensation as a freshman two
tearing that Don defensive line ago and his return to form has
to pieces. The Gaels will win out done no little to relieve DeGroot’s
because of superior reserve mind at this time.
Les Carpenter, steady-playing
strength.
Final score: St. Mary’s 13, U.S., state captain, will hays a big jot
on his hands tomorrow as to him
F. 0.
will go a great share of the line*
and signal-barking. Norm
OREGON - IDAHO - This one backing
look’ a bit easier. Give the Web- Sanders has shown himself to be
feet about two touchdowns over I capable relief man and will
orobably see lots of service.
the Vandals.
At fullback will be found the
Final score: Oregon 14, Idaho 0.1
scourge of San Jose’s opposition,
plunging Redwood
WASHINGTON -OREGON State, Bill Lewis, the
-That husky backfield is too much’ City ace. Bob Stone and Walt
for the deflated Beavers to cope; McPherson are ready to jump inwith. Haines should run wild giv- to the fray at a moments notice
ing the Seattle eleven a comfort- should the need arise.
able three -touchdown victory.
1
Final score: Washington 20. 0.
S.C. IL

Les Carpenter
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S. J. FROSH - S. C. FROSH
Pight alone will carry the Spartan
Babes over this massive hurdle.
Were the locals at
full strength
I would give
them a great opportunity to dump the
highly -touted
Bronclets. However, with several
mainsprings missing from Portal’s
lineup, fight, and
fight alone, will
determine the outcome.
Final score: San
Jose 0. Santa
Clara 7.

Face Yearlings
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SPARTAN WATERDOGS INTRA- MURAL
SPORTS
ENTERTAIN DOLPHINS
TOMORROW EVENING
By WALTER HECOX

Forfeits are becoming far too
frequent in the Intra-Mural casaba
tournament.
Last
night
three
With their starting lineup in games were scheduled and the
doubt due to injuries Sparta’s var- results are recorded in the
folsity waterpolo team will take to lowing paragraphs.
the local pool tomorrow evening
Three
Intra-Mural
basketball
at eight o’clock in an effort to win
games were won by forfeits last
their initial victory of the season.
night.
The opposition will be furnished
Tony Donadio lead his lads on
by the San Francisco Dolphin club
headed by a 1934 Olympic games the hardwood court last night exteam member in the person of pecting to play the Big Shots, but
the so-called Big Shots were ’eviJohn McManus.
McManus is a veteran player dently much too big to bother
In his forward position and has with a little thing like a basketbeen the inspiration of the club ball game.
team this season. Coach Charlie
Walker’s men have been practicing all week with a sadly broken
up team with Captain Dave Lynn,
Bob Shaffer, Ronald Gordon, and
Bob Locks all out with injuries.
All the men except Shaffer are
expected to be in their positions
when the teams enter the plunge
tomorrow.
If Shaffer’s case of
sinus has cleared up sufficiently
he will be at his position in the
goalie’s net.
Probable starting lineup for the
Spartans: Howard Withycombe, Ed
Cary, Captain Lynn, forwards:
Locks, Gordon, and Elmer Leslie,
backs; and either Fenton Murray
or Harry Regnart at goal.

Cross Country
Team Set F or
Today,s Debut
They’ll enter as underdogs . . .
those ten game Spartans.
Undaunted but full of determination, San Jose State’s first cross
country team will invade the lair
of the junior collegians of San
Mateo this afternoon at live
o’clock on the very tough and
rough San Mateo course.
DO THEIR BEST
They’ll do their best for their
new coach Glen E. "Tiny" Hartranft and they may surprise.
"Tiny" is saying very little. He
never says much but we did catch
a casual remark . . .
"This kid, Vin Rubel, may show
those San M ateoans something
they are not expecting."
A glance at the cross country
personnel shows the presence of
’wo freshman prospects, the alwady mentioned Vin Rubel and
Bud Sayers, three time place winner in the California state chami,ionships.
Rubel is the Santa Clara valley
-

FOODLESS
Field Trips?

SAN JOSE
STATE
SANTA
GLARATwo weeks ago this
one
would have been
easy. I could just
have picked
the Broncos to win
land
immediately have left town).
Ave the
proposition has changed
somewhat following
San Jlii4C’0
stirrhig win over
the favored Hen Gosh, I wish I
could get out of
this, but I’m
being egged on. Here
Ah, me!
Final score:
State 12, S. C.

Santa
,r,I!Invading
R41 Clara Squad To

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
Leads Spartan eleven In firs
against Santa Clara
afternoon in local

"natural"
tomorrow
stadium.

Solves the PROBLEM

Conveniently Located: Just
across 4th St. on San Antonio

Score Donadio 1, Big Shots 0.
The Watsonville Lettuce Heads
waited patiently for the Los Gatos
Freshmen, but the Freshmen, like
so many children, apparently do
not like lettuce, and ran out on
the calorie boys from Watsonvilla.

Portal Keys Men To
Fighting Mood For
Touted Broncos
A peppy and inspired Frosh
football eleven will take the field
tomorrow noon at Spartan stadium with a fighting chance of
earning
a
victory
over
the
vaunted
Santa
Clara
Bronco
Babes. The Spartan first year
men, keyed to high pitch and a
"never-give-up" spirit, will
be
gunning for their third straight
win.
Although a few of the strongest men may be out of the fray
with injuries, others have, returned to the fold and saw a
tough practice session last night.
Doan Carmody, James Budros,
and Hugo DeGroot have all improved from their ills and will
be called upon for plenty oil
work against the Broncos. Leroy
Zimmerman, main cog in the San
Jose offense, re-injured his ankle
Wednesday afternoon, but might
see action in Saturday’s encounter. Don Pressley, star end, will
be out of this week’s contest but
lhopes to be shape for the remainder of the season.

The Spartan Daily quintet was
all set to play the Five Jokers;
on paper. The lads from the Daily
however being wise youths, decided Five Jokers must have been
drawn from a cold deck, and taking no chances, did not show lip.

The neighbors from the Santa
Clara district boast a tough team
that scored a win over Humboldt
State college. 7-0, and an outfit
that is considered one of the
best Frosh elevens on the coast.
Their heavy line and powerful
backfield will present a strong
offense and tough defense, but
or
strong,
powerful,
however
tough the Broncos are played up to
By PEGGY LUCIER
be, they will be met by a rejuvenated Spartan Frosh team
I
Mixed volleyball games and an that will be out to pit its fight
archery match scheduled for this against a supposedly stronger
noon, will wind up the first week Santa Clara outfit.
of sports events sponsored by the
Women’s Athletic Association.

Women’s Sports

Soccer Eleven To Meet
California Bears In
Conference Battle

Under the leadership of Miss
Doris Dean, physical education instructor, men and women will participate in volleyball games from
12:15 to 1 o’clock In the women’s
San Jose State’s much-beaten
gym. All students are Invited to soccer eleven will swing into acattenJ and take part in the games. tion on the local field toinorow
Members of the archery club morning when it will attempt to
will meet this noon at the regular halt the UniveraGy of California
time, contrary to the statement in win streak. The tilt will get under
yesterday’s paper. The club is still way at 10 o’clock.
The Spartans were handed a 6
open to new members who have
had some experience in shooting. to I practice defeat early in the
One of the most important events season and while improvement has
in the W.A.A.’s two-weeks pro- been indicated, they will be degram will be a sports tea to be cided underdogs in the Bear congiven in the women’s gym Wed- flict.
nesday from 5 to 8.
NOTICE
record holder in the half mile and
Anyone wanting to sell their
comes from Fremont high school
’ book, Marketing by Converse, may
at Sunnyvale where he treads the
1 do so by telephoning Sal 4.944-J.
cinders with the red-thatched Norwho will run the trails this afterman Bright.
Bud Payers is the youngster noon include: Vin Rubel, Bud
from Paso Robles high school Bayers, Bob Harris, ’..loyd Gates,
where he established sensational Sherman Sawtelle, ’dud Everett,
times in the 880 and mile events. Jack Taylor, Ross, Chandler and
The very determined gentlemen Mahon.
dff.=

The New Grid Sweetheart
THE NEW 1937 CHEVROLET
WILL BE

See It NOV. 7th at
The DOWNTOWN CHEVROLET CO.
214 North F ust Street
PLACE

Ballard 080;
YOUR ORDER NOW
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Record Breaking Crowd Signs For
Just Among , Men’s Organized Rooting Section
!

Ourselves

By Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie
State
Deliseated to the best interests of Sc,, lase
of San Joao State_ College
PubnIn.d every school day by dm Annulated Students
Some of the less discerning ones,
tired as second class matter at the San Jose Post Office
certainly they don’t read this colThat
Street
South
1441
MS
Columbia
Pram of Globe Printing Co.
umn, are again violating the prinSubscription 7Sc per quarter cc $LSII per year.
ciples of neatness and throwing
FRANK BRAYTON their cigarette stubs around the
EDITOR
Phone Columbia 891W
entrances. You may have to tell
LOUIS WALTHER
it
about
them
MANAGING EDITOR
7800
Phone Ballard
somehow or othEDMONDS
DICK
them
Tell
SPORTS EDITOR
er.
Phone Ballard 4994J
that we can stand
ABBOTT
BURTON
BUSINESS MANAGER
the smell all right
Phone Columbia 2229
but we hate the
ET BRITTON
M
EM
COPY EDITOR
the
of
sight
Ballard 615M
things. A little bit
NEWS EDITORS
of courtesy and
Wednesday, Marion Starr
Tuesday, 13111 Gambell
Monday, Bob Kelly
consideration for
Korameier
Wilbur
Friday,
Lindquist
Ora
Thursday,
others will be a
COPY DESK
help to all and a
Anello Ross
Virginia Bates
Bob Kelly
Caroline Walsh
education
good
Schumann
Marian
Scott
Jean
Bill Rodrick
Jeanne Morehead
for the thoughtless ones.
Gordon Stafford

Publications’ Office Two Blocks Reserved
Visiting For Women Rooters;
Impresses
Oklahoma Professor Take Part In Stunts
Tile Publications Wee impressed
Dr. B. F. Williams of the Oklahoma State college at Stillwater,
visiting here yesterday, as one
of the interesting spots on Washington Square.

With the unprecedented siga.up
of 500 students for the organized
rooting section
at
tomorrow’s
game, the center section of the
stadium will be packed with male
students in all except two blocks,
Dr. Williams, who is head of .the which will be filled with women
education department in the Ok- rooters.
lahoma college, was accompanied
Canvassing the campus denim
by Mrs. Williams. Having former- the week Bob Free, card stunts’
ly been a teacher, Mrs. Williams chairman, checked out 500 cards to
was also greatly interested in the the men, who will sit in assigned
activity program here, including seats during the game. Every mad
the Spartan Daily.
entering the organized section wig
"Everyone in there seemed so have to wear a white shirt, under
interested," she explained to Dr. the penalty of being excluded from
T. W. MacQuarrie, president of the section in case he fails to do
San Jose State, who was conduct- SO.
I understand the Council had ing them about the campus.
GALS, TOO
SPORTS DESK
Wilbur Korsmeier something of a discussion over a
James Marlais
Jack Marsh
All women students entering the
the
camfor
funny
paper
possible
Kermit Anderson
Clark MacKenzie
stadium, desiring to be in the or.
pus. I hope we never have to
Pom-pons To Be
ADVERTISING STAFF
..inized block will form a section
make an effort in that direction
Latimore
Margaret
Reardon
Jack
James
Rejeana
Bill Evans
,.t their own across the top of the
again. I think most of you will
George Place
-tailium and on each side of the
agree with me that there isn’t
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie enough real wit on this campus,
band, which is placed along the
Special Contributor
----Raymond Wallace, James Bailey or any other for that matter, to
!limit six or seven rows.
Columnists
Large orange and white pomContrary to a rumor that women
warrant a funny paper. Real wit, pons will be sold by Spartan
is truly scarce. What most of the Spears, sophomore women’s hon- are to wear white shirts also, the
readers of so-called college humor orary service society, at the Spar- rally committee, under the chairseem to want is dirt, just plain, tan stadium tomorrow just be- manship of Cal Sides, announced
downright filth. Suggestive, inde- fore the State-Santa Clara game. I yesterday that the more brilliant
cent, shocking features, and
With the purpose of organizing colors that the women can wear
fair and untruthful comment. Why a women’s rooting section for the better it will be for the section,
is it we get a satisfaction out of State’s football heroes, Spears will as a definite contrast is desired
indecency? "Gee, but I’ll bet the provide the co-ed rooters with pom- by the committee.
Stewgirls,
The lives of six unidentified San received by one of the
old boy didn’t like that!" or pons giving a torch-like effect of
CARD STUNTS
attenalthough medical
"That’ll make their toes curl." Well, flaring colors which, according to
Jose State college women and onel art said,
Colored cards, numbered in order
was not necessary.
it has a name all right in psychol- Betty Bruch, president of Spartan to faciliate the handling of them
Spartan Daily reporter were en- tion
Mrs. Louis Walther, another eye- ogy. You just look it up if you Spears, should make a good imdangered late yesterday afternoon
during the game will be placed at
that the branches had are interested. A truly decent wit- pression on
Santa Clara.
when two large branches from trees witness, said
each seat and the stunts will be
the students were ty funny paper is doomed to fail as
fall
to
begun
I
student
the
The limited number of porn -pons led by Bob Free.
on the south side of
the build- ure from the start. Can’t sell the
door
of
the
south
leaving
!
the
hurled
to
manufactured by members of SparUnion building were
The women, who may feel slighted
one of them, hearing stuff and the venture crumples up. tan Spears
will go on sale at GI- because of their exclusion in the
ground as the result of yesterday’s ing but that
warning the Why waste any more money?
screamed,
noise,
the
teen cents apiece, and will be good venter will have a definite part in
high wind,
others.
I was interested in that petition for many more football games as the stunts.
According to Bud Stewart, CoREPORTER BRUISED
’ that someone started around the they are strictly oi the lasting
operative store clerk, who wit-,
"The muchly publicized and
Approximately 15 minutes after
I
campus a while ago to recall some- quality, according to Betty Brunk
imaged the near tragedy, the six
awaited megaphones have finally
the first limb had fallen, Armee.
The proceeds of the sale will be arrived, and will be distributed
body or other. There’s one good
students were leaving the Union
a
Ross. Spartan Daily reporter, who
petition like that. It probably donated to the Community Chest to the students tomorrow," said
building when the branches came:
was investigating at the scene of
made some of them go to the and to the Student loan fund
to the ground.
Sides. "The megaphones are
the crash, was struck by another ,
--library after they had signed it
school property, so they will be
CLOSE CALL
falling limb,
and look up the word recall. Also,
distributed and collected at each
Wiltberger
"It is a miracle how the girls
Ross sustained body bruises but I
some of us learned that there were
game. Any student carrying then;
escaped serious injury," Stewart did not require medical attention,
provisions in our constitution for
off will be given the same penalty
said. "I thought one of them would
It was revealed after investigaIsuch a procedure. Referendum and
as that imposco in case of stolen
surely be hit by the falling limbs." tion that bases of the fallen
Mr. William A. Wiltherger, head
I recall are two important words
school property, so you can see
Slight facial scratches were re- branches were badly worm eaten.
lin American politics. In a certain of the San Jose State police
it is imperative that everyone
social science test, there’s a ques- school, left yesterday for Santa
be returned to the rally comlion. "What would you do if some Monica, where he will attend the mittee."
neighbor presented a petition for annual convention of California
The megaphones, which were
your signature?" The answer in police chiefs.
supposed to have had the State
His principle purposes in atmost cases was, "I’d sign it."
block on them were sent by Roos
Featuring Miss Mary Elizabeth Reading it, or discussing it, or tending the convention, he said Brothers without it. As they ar.,
A party for entering Art Major
students. A.B. and Technical, will Falch, harpist and State harp in- taking time for reflection upon it before leaving, are to keep abreast rived so late in the season, the
of the latest trends in police committee did not return them to
be given by Mrs. Ruth Turner at structor, the musical half hour will never seemed to enter their heads.
One student said, "Sure, rd do work, and at the same time to be done over, but accepted them in
her home at 491 South Seventh be held today in the Little Theater
keep in contact heads of the their present condition, feeling that
anything for a neighbor."
street, on Monday night from 7:30, from 12:30 to 1:00 o’clock.
The American right to petition departments in which his students they would serve their purpose
Miss Falch’s program will con- is built into the very foundation will work after graduation.
to 10.
anyway.
Plans for an hilarious evening, sist of seven classical numbers. of our government. It presumes
with plenty of food, are being She will play Arabesque No. 1 by an intelligent, independent, and
DeBussy; Girl With the Flaxen patriotic citizenship. I’m not sure
made
Hair by De Hussy: Le Bon Petit that the Fathers would have inRoi, by Grandjany; Chanson, by cluded it if they’d been able to
Will all students who wish to
Perlihou; Prayer. By Delmas; Pre- look into the future.
Miss \V I Ison again announces
tryout for Orchesis on Thursday,
Evidently with all the good play- October
lude, by Loukine; and At The
22, give their names to tap dancing and clogging lessons
ing, our team is doing this year, Miss Jewell
Monestary, by Hasslemans
to he given in the women’s gym.
Edwin Markham Health
today or Monday.
we are not taking in enough money
Cottage
nasium.
430 South 8th street
to properly pay the expenses. The
Last year MSS Wilson’s classes
Lost: Between San Carlos turf
question of lights has come up
Mike Winters
and 101 Highway two Plum Bobs were tery popular with both men
again,
the
promotePs
insisting
that
Bishop
John
for surveying rig. Finder please and women.
the increase in attendance will pay
Ralph Smith
Those interested in tap dancing
return to Lost and Found.
for
it
in
a
short
time.
I’d
like
to
George Cannell
and clogging will meet at 1100
The "Art-Shop", a hobby gi,1.j.
see
a
discussion
in
the
Daily
about
Eugene Rocchi
Will all students who plan to do a.m. in the women’s gymnasium
of freshman girls which is sponnight games. Could the commuters
Jack Rocca
their student teaching in physical Tuesday October 15th. Those unsored by the college YWCA will
attend
night
games
better
than
John Gaither
meet today in Room 14 at 3:00
education during the winter quar- able to meet at this hour will
they could the regular Saturday
Bob Boucke
o’clock.
ter please see Mr. Blesh just as please sign up at the women’s
afternoon
games?
Do
you
think
Leroy Zimmerman
gym, stating a more suitable time.
All freshman girls who are in- it would result in an increase in soon as possible. T.E. Blesh.
Hazel Smart
1:veryorte is invited to attend.
terested in art work, are requested student body attendance as well as
are as attractive at night as in
Mary Helen Bossy
to come. Evelyn Webb is the lead- Ian increase of general admission?
the day time?
Betty Bray
NOTICE
or of the "Art-Shop" and a pro- Evidently we are going to receive
I am sorry I am going to miss
Gertrude Denny
gram is planned for future meet- some offers in the near future for
that Santa Clara game, but it is
Pearl Huston
The Pre -Legal club will have a
ings.
the installation of lights, and I probably just as well for my
Evelyn Hockin
gen- special meeting Monday. October
Tide group will decorate for all would like to know what you think eral 11.salth In any
ease. I’ll pull 19, at 12:30 sharp in Room
Josephine O’Keefe
YWCA association dinners and do about it. Could you stand being hard tor our fellows,
Geraldine Merritt
and hope Please bring any students who"’
:ill the art work connected with a little cool at a game like that? we may crown the
Tony Merino
initiation of you know that are Interested in
t hi’ "Y".
Do you think bands and stunts this relationship with a
victory.
law.
Anthony A nantatl.

Sold By Spears

Falling Branches Imperil Lives
Of Six Students; Investigating
Reporter Has Narrow Escape

Southern

Leaves For
Convention

Mrs. Turner Will Give . College Harpist Plays
Art Majors A Party At Musical Half Hour

Notices

In, Halt, and Lame

Freshman Hobby Club
Meets This Afternoon

Tap And Clog To Be
Given By S. Wilson
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Broncos Primed
For Game With
Local Gridders
Hopes For Upset Rise
In Many Minds As
Spartans Ready

THIS COLUMN is going to at
and differ
tempt something new
particular failing
eat today; that
get regularly
ii ontinued from Page
that sports writers
One)
prog- ; aerial combat. If this works
out,
about this time of the year
the
of
outcome
the
San
Jose-Santa
the
Clara tilt may
nosticating
I
be
conflicts.
one
of
the
gridiron
most sensational
week’s
conflicts to be waged on Spartan
turf in many a year.
SAME WINGMAN
U.S.C.-W.S.C.The old-time TroAt the end positions DeGroot
jan power should bring about aj
will depend upon Lloyd WattenU.S.C. win after a tough battle with
northwest.’ barger and Joe Lantagne to rethe Cougars of the
However, don’t sell W.S.C. short. pulse the sweeps by the many.
Any team with Goddard work- star Bronco backfield.
Jess Wilson and either Jack
ing in the backfield is dangerous’
are Martin or Bob Drexel will offer
at all times and the Cougars
pretty generally strong in all de- I Opposition at the tackle berths
with George Gannett and Glen
partments.
Final score: U.S.C. 13, W.S.C. 6. "Pop" DuBose backing up pivotman Clyde Vorhees from their
guard positions in the center of
U.C.L.A.-CALIFORNIA "Stub" the State line.
Owen Collins, speedy right half
Allison’s men should get going for
These who stole a portion of the show
the first time this year.
Bruins from the south will be a in the Pacific battle, has captured
tough nut to crack this year and DeGroot’s favor and probably will
one touchdown is about all the get the call over Chuck Peach
and Luke Argilla, both veterans.
margin that the Bears get.
INJURIES HURT
Final score: Bears 7, Bruins 0.
Injuries have hit the left half
ranks hard. It is doubtful if either
OHIO STATE-PITTSBURGH-- Jack Hilton or Tony Merino will
A national championship may be be in shape for action tomorrow.
decided in this tilt. I’m going to That isn’t all. Brilliant little Gene
stick my neck out and give the Rocchi, slated to start, is still hobdecision to Coach Schmidt’s "raz- bling a bit on a sore leg and the
zle-dazzle" boys from Columbus. length of his stay in the ball game
Pitt has greater man power, while is problematical.
Ohio boasts of flashier backs. Don’t
Mickey Slingluff, who got his
bet any money on this one.
big chance in the Bengal game
Final score: 0.S.U. 12, Pitt 7.
and came through with flying
colors, has been going "great
guns" in this week’s practice sesST MARY’S-U.S.F. I’m going
and may find himself in
out on a limb for fair this time sions
before it is well under
Most people are expecting the the contest
back was a
Gaels to mop up the city lads but way. The Palo Alto
two years
somehow I can’t see any offense sensation as a freshman
tearing that Don defensive line ago and his return to form has
to pieces. The Gaels will win out done no little to relieve DeGroot’s
because of superior reserve mind at this time.
Les Carpenter, steady-playing
strength.
Final score: St. Mary’s 13, U.S., state captain, will hays a big jot.
on his hands tomorrow as to him
F. 0.
will go a great share of the line.
and signal -barking. Norm
OREGON - IDAHO -- This on& backing
to be
looks a bit easier. Give the Web- Sanders has shown himself
capable relief man and will
feet about two touchdowns over,
urobably see lots of service.
the Vandals.
At fullback will be found the
Final score: Oregon 14, Idaho O.
scourge of San Jose’s opposition,
plunging Redwood
WASHINGTON -OREGON State Bill Lewis, the
-That husky backfield is too much City ace. Bob Stone and Walt
for the deflated Beavers to cope McPherson are ready to jump inWith. Haines should run wild giv- to the fray at a moments notice
ing the Seattle eleven a comfort- should the need arise.
able three -touchdown victory.
Final score: Washington 20. 0.
S.C. 6.

Les Carpenter

S. J. FROSH - S. C. FROSH
Fight alone will carry the Spartan
Babes over this massive hurdle.
Were the locals at full
strength
I would give
them a great opportunity to dump the
highly -touted
Bronclets. However, with several
mainsprings missing from Portal’s
lineup, fight, and
fight alone, will
determine the outcome.
Final score: San Jose
0, Santa
Clara 7,
SAN JOSE STATE
SANTA
CLAFtA- --Two weeks
ago this one
would have been
easy. I could just
have picked
the Broncos to wp,
iand immediately
have left toe’
Xow the
proposition has chatig,,i
sontewhat follox%
in.:
San Jose’s
stirring win over
the favored Ben
gals.
Gosh, I wish I
could get out of
this, but
being egged on. Here
itW Ah, me!
Final score:
State 12, S. C.

Invading Santa
Clara Squad To
Face Yearlings
SAN JOSE CAI.1 H lR\!.\. FRIDAY. (
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FSPARIAN WATERDOGS INTRA- MURAL
SPORTS
ENTERTAIN DOLPHNS
TOMORROW EVENING
By WALTER

HECOX

Forfeits are becoming far too
frequent in the Intra-Mural casaba
tournament.
Last
night
three
With their starting lineup in games were scheduled and
the
doubt due to injuries Sparta’s var- results are recorded in
the folsity waterpolo team will take to lowing paragraphs.
the local pool tomorrow evening
Three
Intra-Mural
basketball
at eight o’clock in an effort to win
games were won by forfeits last
their initial victory of the season
night.
The opposition will be furnished
Tony Donadio lead his lads on
by the San Francisco Dolphin club
headed by a 1934 Olympic games the hardwood court last night exteam member in the person of : pecting to play the Big Shots, but
the so-called Big Shots were ’eviJohn McManus.
McManus is a veteran player dently much too big to bother
in his forward position and has’ with a little thing like a basketbeen the inspiration of the club’ ball game.

team this season. Coach Charlie
Walker’s men have been practicing all week with a sadly broken
up team with Captain Dave Lynn
Bob Shaffer, Ronald Gordon, and
Bob Locks all out with injuries.
All the men except Shaffer are
expected to be in their positions
when the teams enter the plunge
tomorrow.
If Shaffer’s case of
sinus has cleared up sufficiently
he will be at his position in the
goalie’s net.
Probable starting lineup for the
Spartans: Howard Withycombe, Ed
Cary, Captain Lynn, forwards;
, Locks, Gordon, and Ehner Leslie,
backs; and either Fenton Murray
or Harry Regnart at goal.

Cross Country
learn Set For
’ Today’s Debut
They’ll enter as underdogs . . .
those ten game Spartans.
Undaunted but full of determination, San Jose State’s first cross
country team will invade the lair
of the junior collegians of San
Mateo this afternoon at live
o’clock on the very tough and
rough San Mateo course.
DO THEIR BEST
They’ll do their best for their
new coach- Glen E. "Tiny" Hartranft and they may surprise.
"Tiny" is saying very little. He
never says much but we did catch
a casual remark . . .
"This kid, Vin Rubel, may show
those San Mateoans something
they are not expecting."
A glance at the cross country
personnel shows the presence of
t wo freshman prospects, the already mentioned Vin Rubel and
Bud Sayers, three time place winum- in the California state cham-

Portal Keys Men To
Fighting Mood For
Touted Broncos
A. peppy and inspired Frosh
football eleven will take the field
tomorrow noon at Spartan stadium with a fighting chance of
earning
a
victory
over
the
vaunted
Santa
Clara
Bronco
Babes. The Spartan first year
men, keyed to high pitch and a
"never-give-up"
spirit,
will be
gunning for their third straight
win.
Although a few of the strongest men may be out of the fray
with injuries, others have . returned to the fold and saw a
tough practice session last night.
Doan Carmody, James Budroa,
and Hugo DeGroot have all improved from their ills and will
be called upon for plenty of
work against the Broncos. Leroy
Zimmerman, main cog in the San
Jose offense, re-injured his ankle
Wednesday afternoon, but might
see action in Saturday’s encounter. Don Pressley. star end, will

Score Donadio 1, Big Shots 0.
The Watsonville Lettuce Heads
I
waited patiently for the Los Gatos
Freshmen, but the Freshmen, like
so many children, apparently do
I
not like lettuce, and ran out on
the calorie boys from Watsonhopes to be shape for the reville.
inainder of the season.
The Spartan Daily quintet was
The neighbors from the Santa
all set to play the Five Jokers;
Clara district boast a tough team
on paper. The lads from the Daily
that scored a win over Humboldt
however being wise youths, deState college, 7-0, and an outfit
cided Five Jokers must have been
that is considered one of the
drawn from a cold deck, and takbest Frosh elevens on the coast.
up.
not
show
ing no chances, did
Their heavy line and powerful
backfield will present a strong
offense and tough defense, but
or
strong,
powerful,
however
tough the Broncos are played up to
By PEGGY LUCIER
be, they will be met by a rejuvenated Spartan Frosh team
Mixed volleyball games and an that will be out to pit its fight
:irehery match scheduled for this against a supposedly stronger
?loon, will wind up the first week Santa Clara outfit.
dr sports events sponsored by the
Women’s Athletic Association.

Women’s Sports

Soccer Eleven To Meet
California Bears In
Conference Battle

Under the leadership of Miss
Doris Dean, physical education instructor, men and women will participate in volleyball games from
12:15 to 1 o’clock in the women’s
San Jose State’s much-beaten
gym. All students are Invited to soccer eleven will swing into acattend and take part in the games. tion on the local field tomorow
Members of the archery club morning when it will attempt to
will meet this noon at the regular halt the Universfly of California
time, contrary to the statement in win streak. The tilt will get under
yesterday’s paper. The club is still way at 10 o’clock.
open to new members who have
The Spartans were handed a 6
had some experience in shooting. to 1 practice defeat early in the
One of the most important events season and while improvement has
in the W.A.A.’s two-weeks pro- been indicated, they will be degram will be a sports tea to be cided underdogs in the Bear con-

given in the women’s gym Wednesday from 5 to 6.
-record holder in the half mile and
comes from Fremont high school
at Sunnyvale where he treads the
cinders with the red-thatched Norman Bright.
Bud Sayers is the youngster
from Paso Robles high school
where he established sensational
pionships.
times in the 880 and mile events.
Rubel is the Santa Clara valley
The very determined gentlemen

flict.
NOTICE
Anyone wanting to sell their
book, Marketing by Converse, may
do so by telephoning Bal 4.944-J.
who will run the trails this afternoon include: Vin Rubel, Bud
Bayers, Bob Harris, Lloyd Gates,
Sherman Sawtelle, Bud Everett.
Jack Taylor, Ross, Chandler and
Mahon,
.........=1

FOODLESS
Field Trips?
A

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
Leads sp.Irt.ii1 eleven iri firs
against Santa Clara
afternoon in local

"natural"
tomorrow
stadium.

Solves the PROBLEM
Conveniently Located: Just
across 4th St. on San Antonio
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Don Cossacks To
Present Concertl
In Municipal Audi
Famous Male Chorus
Will Appear Here
A Second Time
((ontinued front Page One)
bitter despair.
The members of the chorus come
from that part of southwestern
Russia called the Steppes and from
that particular province through
which the Don river flows slowly
toward the Sea of Azov.
Today, the Don Cossacks are
refugees, with small hope of seeing their native land. Since 1921,
when General Wrangel’s White
army was defeated by the Reds,
these giant ex-officers of the Imperial army have been banished
from Russia. Cossacks have been
the theme of song and story for
centuries, their adventures inspiring many of the great Russian
writersTolstoi, Gogol, and others.
SEVENTH TOUR
Organized during their imprisonment in Turkey, the Don Cossack chorus has given concerts
in all the capitals of Europe; is
now on its seventh tour of America, and is planning to invade
the Orient on completion of the
concerts in the United States. Be
fore singing here Sunday evening,
the uniformed chorus will have
given over 3000 programs since
its origin.

$25 Prize Offered
By College Alumni
In Poster Contest
Any regular student registered in the San Jose State
college is eligible to enter
the poster contest being
sponsored by the College
Alumni Council, according to
Dr. Raymond Mosher. head
of the Council. The winning
contribution will be used to
advertise the three day celebration of the seventy-fifth
anniversary of the founding
of San Jose State college
to be held May 20, 21, 22.
Each contestant will be
required to submit three
contributions, a full sized
poster, a letter head spread,
and a windshield sticker, in
order to compete for the
twenty-five dollar prize being offered by the Council.
The same theme must dominate all three designs.
Rules and judges for the
contest will be announced
later.

Al Lane Leads
Hikers On Trek
Into Mountains

Visiting Zayante canyon in the
Santa Cruz mountains for the
first time, the Hiking club will
leave on its second trek of the
quarter at 8:30 Sunday morning
Tickets for this unique enter- from Seventh and San Antonio
tainment may be secured at the streets.
Anyone who enjoys hiking IS
controller’s office, at Sherman
Clay, or at the auditorium. Res- cordially invited to join the group
ervations may also be made by which will journey in cars to a
phone. Prices range from 50c to point on the Montezuma road near
Los Gatos where the nine mile
$1 .50.
hike will begin.

Enthusiasm Fills
Capacity House
(Continued from Pale One)
ter of ceremonies, presented Miss
Beatrice Maranta, dancer: Irving
Boleo and Emile Bouret, pianists:
Harvey Brooks, tap dancer; Tom
Gifford, impersonator; Joe Repose,
singer, and the band
QUEEN

SPEAKS

Miss Coral Kluge, grid queen
for the Santa Clara game, was
presented to the students, and
lauded them for the "enthusiasm
that has prevailed during the
week."
In a new and novel way the team
made its appearance on the stage.
Darkening the setting, a series of
indirect lights were played upon
the team members, and when presented were given a huge ovation
by the audience, which rose of its
own accord to greet them.
DeGroot, varsity coach, before cornine7 on the stage had
asked the fellows what they wanted
him to sLy. In reply he stated,
"Tell thmi we’re going out to
knocl: the tar out of Santa Clara."
Adding to DeUroot’s statement,
Lea Carpenter, captain, said, ..1 !
think thi I .1 the greatest opportunity l.’0 hive e:er had and don’t
think
’ - o going to take aii-

Shady Zayante creek and an
old road will be followed by the
group, led by Al Lane who
scouted the trip recently. An
elevation of 2,500 feet will be
reached during the Jaunt.
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Socialist Favor
In Spain Told By
Woodruff In Meet 1
Conservative Faction
Cause Of Trouble
Says Speaker
"Undoubtedly, the majority of
the people in Spain are in favor of
the present Socialistic government, !
and it is only because of the corn-i
plete disregard r)." rernational law I
by such countries as Germany and ,
Italy that the rebels are winning
in their effort to destroy the
Sods l’atic administration."
So said James H. Woodruff yesterday to the Open Forum club in I
room three of the Home Economics I
building. His topic was "The Span- I
ish Situation".

Tryouts For Verse
Speaking Choir To
Be Held This Noon
Tryouts for the Verse
Speaking choir, postponed
from last week, will be held
at noon today in Room 165
Anyone interested in group
recitation of poetry is asked
to try out at this time.
Directed by Miss Elizabeth
Jenks. Speech department
head, the choir has attracted
an inviable name among
organizations of its type.
Invitations to appear in several central California cities
have already been received
by Miss Jenks.
No previous experience or
advance preparation is necessary for the tryouts which
are held each year at this
time

Dr. H. Staffelbach,
Sweeney Talk To
Freshman Co-eds
Pre-Teacher Training
Group Formed To
Correct Errors
"Tie your teaching field
with
a special interest," Dr. Staffelbaelk
director of teacher training, urged
yesterday before the Freahnan
Women’s orientation group.
"If you have a talent, develop
it. Principals invariably want to
know what activities you have
engaged in while attending era.
lege", he declared.
"Though the teaching field is
crowded, we have no trouble is
lacing good teachers," lee
stated. Contrasting the old time
teacher with
the
modern he
pointed out that present day teach.
ers make friends with their pa
pils.
PERSONALITY COUNTS
Admittance to teacher training
is not on a scholarship basis, he
said. Personality, speech, and a
friendly attitude are important
factors, he explained.
Stressing the importance of
taking the right courses, Dr. Stat.
felbach urged students to inter.
view the heads of the departmenta in their particular field
early.
HIGHER SALARIES
Mr. William Sweeney, speaking
before the group, reminded the
prospective teachers that the new
rigid requirements were a benefit
to them for they tend to make
less competition and higher sal.
aries. Repeating the importance
of personality, Mr. Sweeney de

Among the points brought out
la Woodruff’s speech was the fact
that, where formerly it has always S
been the radicals, the leftists who
w,re the instigators of violence,
now in Spain it is the conservative!
faction that is making use of
violence.
"It seems that whatever power,
is not in control, whether radical l
In recognition of the big game
or conservative, favors violence as tomorrow, two Santa Clara fa the most efficient way t3 gain con- cials spoke before the seniors in
trol," said the speaker.
orientation today.
Another point made by Mr.
John Filippini, president of the
Woodruff was that though many
neighboring student body, emphapeople are opposed to the Socialist
sized the necessity of friendly
rule in Spain because such a govrelations between State and Santa
ernment is averse to the church.
Clara. while John Cost. S. C. rally
The speaker averted that the rebels
chairman, told of the need of
have signified that ix victorious
making tomorrow’s football meet
they will not tolerate the church
an annual classic.
any more than the Socialist govDr. T. W. MacQuarrie, who
ernment has.
Both sides agree in their con- also snoke to the group, emphademnation of the &lurch as an sized the fact that football, while
economic power, not as a strictly an educating activity, is not indicative of the success of an insti- dared:
religious institution.
"The education department is
Mr. Woodruff also said that if tution. Rather, he stated, a colnot interested in the student who
it were not for the pro-Fascist leire’s success is shown by the
carries a brief case."
attitude of Portugal, allowing the achievement of the people it has
A pre-teacher training group
rebels to pass through freely into trained.
will include men will meet
InstImating a new idea, a get- which
Spain, the situation of the loyalor three times during the
ists would be less serious.
acquainted senior sprawl will be two
the purpose of which will
held November 5 at Alum Rock. year.
prevent students from nukBill Moore has been named as be to
needless mistakes, he added.
tentative chairman in charge of ing
arrangements.

C Officials
Talk To Seniors
In Orientation

Orchesis Members To
Hold ’Open House’ In
ConnectionWith WAA

All those who can bring cars
are asked to do so. Expenses will
be paid by other hikers at the
rate of 20 cents each.
Mr. William McCoard of the
Speech department will accomOrchesis members completed arpany the hikers as guest faculty rangements at their regular meetmember.
ing Wednesday, for an open house
Hikers should bring a lunch, and meeting to be held next Wednesshould wear hiking clothes or day from 7 to 8 o’clock in the
slacks if possible.
Dance Studio of the women’s gym.
The meeting will be part of the
vantage of it."
W.A.A. Open House activities and
Before closing his speech, De- will be open to any woman stuGroot asked the students to take dent who is interested in dancing,
it upon themselves to see that at
An original technical probleast one townsperson was in the lem will be presented for group
stadium, for if the gate receipts activity by each Orchesis memcontinued as they had during the her during the evening and
past two weeks, the season would
four of the problems will be
be a financial failure,
chosen for use in Orchesis try Jim Welch was chairman of the
outs the following day.
assembly, under the general superreheats members will also at vision of Cal Sides, rally committee
tend the W.A.A. tea at the wohead. Leading yells were Jerry
men’s r vm Wednesday afternoon
GIrdner, Elbert Garcia, and Harold
and will join with Members of
Kibly.
other physical education groups
Determination was the keyin helping new students and trans
note of the speech delivered by
fers become acquainted.
DeWitt Portal, freshman coach,
when he said, "I realize we’re 1 through the season will carry
up against a real team and the
us through this game an,. that
one Blow that has carried us
is, determination."

Were
Heard At Men’s Meet

’CatcallsJeers’

Catcalls, artificial laughs, whistling and jeers from the general
audience allowed only those who
were occupying the front rows to
get even a faint idea of what was
happening on the stage during the
men’s assembly yesterday morn-

Art Majors Prepare
For Meeting Tuesday

Miss Velma Hamilton of the
Home elconomica department will
speak before the Art Major we
men Tuesday at 11, providing so
other important meeting inter venes.
With girls modeling, she will
show becoming colors for the
blonde, redhead, brownette and
brunette. She will also demonstrate
the psychology of line and the
character of textures, in relation

ing’
Striving to be heard above the
din Don Walker introduced representatives of the various men’s to modern clothes.
organizations about the campus,
who in turn told of the purposes
and activities of their organizaHons.
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